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Industry's First Stream Processor to Support DVB CSA3 Encryption and High-Throughput 10-Gbps Processing

SAN JOSE, Calif., Jan. 19, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Harmonic (NASDAQ: HLIT), the worldwide leader in video delivery infrastructure, today announced

ProStream® X, the industry's first stream processing family to support DVB CSA3 encryption and 10-Gbps processing. The ProStream X solution is a
high-performance, software-based platform featuring a variety of advanced IP video gateway and processing capabilities, including multiplexing,
scrambling, splicing and blackout switching. ProStream X software integrates with all major CAS vendors and is certified for DVB CSA3 scrambling by
Irdeto and Cisco, making it the most secure stream processing solution for distribution of 4K and Ultra HD (UHD) broadcast and multiscreen services.

"ProStream X is the first stream processor on the market to support 128-bit DVB-CSA3 encryption, and with high-throughput 10-Gbps processing and
high-density multiplexing, this solution enables video content and service providers to meet consumer demand for more channels of premium video
content," said Bart Spriester, senior vice president, video products, at Harmonic. "Featuring a software-centric design and the flexibility to support a
wide range of stream processing applications, the ProStream X stream processing family will simplify video delivery operations, increasing revenue
opportunities and lowering costs for our customers."

The ProStream X stream processing family provides operators in the cable, satellite, IPTV, DTH and OTT markets with a complete "out of the box"
experience at a low TCO. The software-based solution is available in two form factors: the ProStream XVM virtualized stream processor is sold as

software only for virtualized environments, and the ProStream X solution is sold as an Intel® appliance pre-integrated with ProStream software.

With its 10-GbE throughput, the ProStream X processor also serves as a high-capacity IP video gateway. Beyond the ability to output up to 2,000
services, the ProStream X solution's gateway capabilities include socket address flipping and ASI-to-IP conversion. As a versatile stream processor
and video gateway, ProStream X reduces OPEX and CAPEX by reducing the number of boxes in each headend, lowering power consumption for
each service and minimizing cabling and wiring. The multi-format, multi-codec platform supports SD, HD, UHD, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and HEVC,
providing operators with a highly versatile solution.

The ProStream X family will be available in Q1 2017. ProStream X is targeted for workflows that feature Harmonic's Electra™ X2 advanced media
processor. ProStream XVM is fully compliant with Harmonic's Electra XVM virtualized media processor, providing customers with a complete
virtualized statistical multiplexing solution.

Further information about Harmonic and the company's products is available at www.harmonicinc.com.

About Harmonic
Harmonic (NASDAQ: HLIT) is the worldwide leader in video delivery infrastructure for emerging television and video services. Harmonic enables
customers to produce, deliver and monetize amazing video experiences, with unequalled business agility and operational efficiency, by providing
market-leading innovation, high-quality service and compelling total-cost-of-ownership. More information is available at www.harmonicinc.com.  

This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including statements related to the anticipated capabilities and benefits of Harmonic's Electra™ X2, Electra XVM,
ProStream X and ProStream XVM products. Our expectations and beliefs regarding these products may not materialize and are subject to risks and
uncertainties, including the possibility that the products may not meet some or all of their anticipated capabilities or provide some or all of their
anticipated benefits, such as simplified video delivery operations, increased revenue opportunities, and lowering costs to customers.

The forward-looking statements contained in this press release are also subject to other risks and uncertainties, such as those more fully described in
Harmonic's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including its Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended Dec.31, 2015, its
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and its Current Reports on Form 8-K. The forward-looking statements in this press release are based on information
available to Harmonic as of the date hereof, and Harmonic disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements.

EDITOR'S NOTE – Product and company names used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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